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Introduction
Set within the heart of Rye,
East Sussex is Portrait Kitchens;
a bespoke kitchen company
specialising in the design
and fitting of beautifully
handcrafted kitchens
throughout the South East.
Whether you are after classic or contemporary, our specialist
designers and expert team of installers are on hand to help
you create a beautiful home. We pride ourselves on offering
bespoke designs that are both aesthetically pleasing and
highly functional, while providing a high specification service
tailored to the individual.
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Our
Showroom
At Portrait Kitchens we want to
spark your inspiration, which is why
our showroom displays all the styles
we have to offer; from traditional
Handmade, to Contemporary,
through to our Modular range.

Our large displays give a real sense of how your finished space will look
and feel, and allows you to browse a wide range of different worktops,
colours and finishes to help fire the imagination and visualise how your
completed kitchen might look.
If you have your heart set on a new, bespoke kitchen, feel free to drop
into our showroom and take a look at what we can offer, or why not
make an appointment with one of our experts to discuss your project
further? Simply call or email us to book, and one of our dedicated
design team will spend time understanding your requirements and
taking you through the various style options, materials and finishes, as
well as demonstrating all the kitchen appliances available.
On request we can then put together a design concept for you, along
with a detailed quote, to get you well on the way to making your dream
kitchen a reality.
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Handmade
Inframe
Kitchens
If warmth, luxury and a
traditional feel is what you
look for in a kitchen, then you
need look no further than our
stunning range of handmade
inframe kitchens.
Expertly crafted in Yorkshire using traditional cabinetry and
joinery techniques, each piece of furniture designed by Portrait
Kitchens can be made in the colour and style of your choice to
match your exact requirements and achieve your vision.
We offer flexibility on design features such as door and drawer
styles, with no set unit styles or sizes, and, as you would expect
from such a high-quality product, all of our drawer boxes are
dovetailed and run on top-of-the-range slow-close runners. When
it comes to colours and finishes the only limit is your imagination;
from the rich, chocolatey hues of walnut, and warm shades of oak,
to the freedom of choice available in a hand painted kitchen.
Portrait Kitchens also offers a wide range of styles on doors,
including English, Classic, Shaker, Bevelled, Victorian, Edwardian
and Contemporary, and when it comes to quality English
cabinetry; we only offer the very best.
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Elmley Nature
Reserve
The beautiful 18th century farmhouse is situated on a nature
reserve in Kent. The extensive restoration of the property
included a modern kitchen extension. Portrait Kitchens
Handemade inframe kitchen cabinetry was used, along with
Ceasarstone Quartz worktops, Rangemaster cooker, Neff
ovens and Fisher Paykel fridge-freezer. The exposed brick wall,
antique light fixtures and reclaimed dining table help link the
new with the old and give the kitchen extension a warm modern
farmhouse feel, the large glass doors open up to eastern views
across the nature reserve – perfect for an
early morning coffee at sunrise.
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Rye Barn
Kitchen
This stunning newbuild barn-style home benefits from a
clean and simple country-style aesthetic, which perfectly
complements the property’s exposed beams and posts. The
design team have played up the property’s rustic charm by
keeping to a traditional farmhouse style that enhances this
home’s unique character.
Our designers used shaker doors and plain drawer fascia
alongside worktops in durable Carrara marble-style quartz to
create a fuss-free and classic look. The absence of wall units
allows for the homeowners artwork to be displayed, and for the
extensive dining room table to become the heart of the space,
as large family meals are a regular occurrence here.
This hand painted inframe kitchen is focused around the
stunning AGA, and the additional gas hob, integrated fridge,
Quooker boiling water tap and wine cooler all give modern
functionality to this traditional style home.
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Georgian
Townhouse
The brief given to our design team was a “workable, yet stylish scheme
with modern appliances for cooking and entertaining”. Portrait Kitchens
worked with the original details of this listed property – pastel wall
colours, wood floors, marble and brass ironmongery to create a kitchen
that fits in perfectly with the property’s timeless aesthetic.
Our design features Handmade inframe shaker cabinetry, Carrara
marble worktops, antiqued brass handles and splashback, and
implements high quality appliances such as Siemens ovens, Caple wine
coolers and a Fisher & Paykel fridge-freezer.
The Portrait Kitchens design team have split the room into zones;
cooking, cleaning and entertaining, with it being important to the client
that the entertaining area be kept away from the cooking area. The
cooking area has been designed to be contained and neat, with the
ovens, hob and fridge all within close proximity of each other, while the
separate cleaning area, which features integrated bins on their own run,
means that a table could be cleared between courses without interfering
with the cook.
The layout of this stylish room allows for the wine coolers, glasses, and
tableware to all be displayed at one end, where the large windows flood
the room with light, creating an elegant ambiance for entertaining.
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Contemporary
Bespoke
Kitchens
Portrait Kitchens offers a range
of contemporary style kitchens,
all expertly crafted using the
highest quality materials and latest
production technologies to ensure
that our kitchens are thoroughly
modern in both finish and design.
We offer a choice of both handled or handless styles and are known
for introducing methods and luxury materials far ahead of the wider
market. All of our modern kitchens are available with recessed
handle trims and sleek, low-plinth panels, as well as with an endless
combination of materials to complement your individual taste.
Take a look at some of our recent projects. We hope they’ll spark your
imagination and give you an idea of exactly what Portrait Kitchens can
do for you.
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Contemporary
Renovation
Portrait Kitchens’ stylish handleless range along with a mix
of Corian and Quartz worktops, integrated Neff appliances,
antiqued mirror splashbacks and smoked oak wood grain
details give this room a beautiful contemporary look.
Our designers took advantage of this impressive double height
space, and incorporated extra tall tower units, with a four meter
island design featuring a large wine cooler. The open bookshelf
end, stylish breakfast bar and central hob with extractor only
add to the modern flavour of this unique design. We have made
sure to warm up this cool contemporary style by adding classic
touches of warmth in the soft matte colours and wood grain
elements, giving this kitchen a homely, family vibe.
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Fun Family
Home
When it comes to designing a kitchen in a family home,
practicality and functionality are key, and it’s clear here that
those features were at the forefront of our design team’s
minds. Simple clean lines, large sinks, and two ovens all
lend themselves to a busy family home, as do
the integrated appliances and storage units.
The dust grey cabinets with steel handle rail and plinth
details give a modern design aspect, while the oak flooring
and satin glass splashback give warmth and add a pop of
colour to the space. Having plenty of room for manoeuvre
is essential in a family home, and the clever design of this
kitchen allows plenty of space for the overflow of kitchen
items, dining room elements and general storage for the
home, without having to compromise and leave out any of
the kitchen necessities.
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A Dark Kitchen for
a Light Room
The design brief here required our team to design a
replacement kitchen for this extended family home and they
certainly delivered with this expansive kitchen plan featuring
graphite cabinets and bright white worktops. Taking into
account the existing dark tile floor and white walls, a soft touch
matte graphite finish was chosen for the cabinets, with a long a
sleek handle – each made to length for the specific door size.
The space was kept feeling open and fresh with the addition of
Silestone worktops in matte white, and top quality appliances
such as Neff ovens, Quooker boiling water tap and Caple
integrated wine cooler ensure optimum functionality.
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Other Spaces
When it comes to other spaces
within your home, Portrait
Kitchens is on hand to ensure that
your unique sense of style flows
seamlessly from room to room
with an extensive range of stylish
storage and furniture ideas.
From utility rooms to cloakrooms we can offer furniture that ties
in beautifully with your kitchen. Our designers can furnish these
adjacent spaces with durable fitted storage for unsightly items,
bench seating, and laundry spaces in order to keep these
hardworking rooms functioning as the backbone of the family home.
If you want to showcase your taste in beautiful furniture in the
bedroom too, we offer fitted and sliding wardrobes, as well as fitted
furniture for walk-in wardrobes and stunning dressing tables - all
designed to your specifications to incorporate your needs.
Our creative team of designers and specialist manufacturers can, and
have, worked on every type of project, including TV media centres
and home cinema furniture, desks and shelving for home offices and
libraries...with Portrait Kitchens the possibilities are endless.
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Design
Process
Portrait Kitchens’ team of highly skilled and experienced designers are ready
and waiting to make your dreams a reality and transform your ideas into beautiful,
practical spaces. Our initial kitchen design service, including layout option and
detailed quote is free. All we need from you is:

Your full address and contact details
Time scales for your project and an idea of your budget
A dimensioned room plan - either architect plans or hand-drawn.
Alternatively we can complete a home visit to take measurements and
discuss your project further
Information on any structural work that is being carried out
What style of furniture you would like
Information on any appliances you want in your kitchen - we can talk
you through the options and can supply a wide range of brands
A wish list and photos if you have them - a pinterest board can be really
useful to help us visualise your dream!

To take advantage of our complimatary design service, or to
discuss your project further please book an appointment with
our dedicated design team by phone or email
01797 226 478
info@portraitkitchens.co.uk

Call: 01797 226 478
Email: info@portraitkitchens.co.uk
Web: portraitkitchens.co.uk
Visit: 53a Cinque Ports St, Rye, East Sussex TN31 7AN

